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Requirement Tracking Visualization for Validating Requirement Satisfaction
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Abstract: Our previous research proposed the inner structured visualization in the object-oriented code, and the improvement process of software qualities[1]. But this method was difficult to trace and validate requirements. To solve this problem, this paper refines the extension of the previous visualization approaches, that is, Requirement Tracking Model to validate requirements which can ensure how many requirements are achieved during/after developing/developed a system.

Keywords: Requirement Rate, Requirement Tracking, NIPA’s SW Visualization

1. Introduction

Our domestic software in the developing environment has some difficulties to control software qualities due to invisibility and to increase complexity. They also have focused on code-centered approaches for a rapid development. In order to improve software quality, it is needed development management and maintenance, and reverse engineering techniques, and can also identify the correlation between modules inside the code to show code complexities. The previous study proposed the visualization of the internal structure of the object-oriented code, and the process of software quality improvement [1]. In this way, it is possible to identify the inner structure of the existing code with the visualized mechanism, and also to improve software qualities by defining the module measurement with ‘coupling & cohesion’ metrics, and the quality indicators, and performing refactoring against the original source code. Before this approach, it cannot trace and validate requirements. So this paper suggests the requirement tracking process for validating the requirement satisfaction.

2. Software Visualization Process

Fig. 1 is software visualization process for a quality improvement [1,2]. This process (Tool-Chain Mechanism) is implemented to combine with each open source oriented tool such as Parser, Database, Open Source, and View Composer. In addition, it is composed of four steps which have included source code analysis, DB storage, structural analysis, and visualization to perform with independent functions [3]. The quality improvement measures software qualities based on coupling & cohesion.

Figure 1. Software Visualization Process

3. Requirement Tracking for Validating Requirement Satisfaction

The process consists of extracting designs from source code Class, and also identifying requirements via Design from code. For example, extracting Class Diagram through tracing the inner structure based on requirement traceability in a code. Fig. 2 describes Requirement Tracking Visualization for Validating Requirement Satisfaction. In Fig. 2, ① is a UML Class Diagram extraction process [4]. This step extracts the coupling & dependencies between classes, and visualizes a class diagram by performing the process of Fig. 1, ② defines the mapping relationship between the extracted Class Diagram and requirements, and specifies it on the coupling graph. These requirements

Figure 2. Requirement Tracking Visualization for Validating Requirement Satisfaction
compare and analyze the requirement list which is defined in “Redmine” of the Tool-Chain mechanism and Java Source Code, and is specified with Requirement Number on the coupling graph. Then Requirement Rate is extracted to validate the mapping relation between a class diagram and requirement in order to validate it. The degree of requirement satisfaction is the value obtained by dividing the number of the detected requirements with the total number of the whole requirements.

\[
\text{Requirement Satisfaction Rate} = \frac{\text{The Number of Detected Requirements}}{\text{The Number of Total Requirements}} \tag{1}
\]

4. Case Study

The case study applied the code of Use case drawing tool Himem which was previously developed. Based on analyzing the mapping relation, we define the requirements described in Redmine of Tool-Chain and Java Code. Java Code which corresponds to the requirements, is analyzed, and is commented on the part where the appropriate code begins (\texttt{/// @ Requirement number}). When the Tool-Chain is executed, the requirements of Redmine and the part specified in the source code are compared to the information stored in the database. If the appropriate information is existing in DB, it is specified in the class diagram with this information, but if not, it is not done. In Fig. 4, the requirement numbers are represented as Class(CBasicFunctionBar<->REQ006/007, CMainFrame<->REQ001), and the extracted information is used to calculate the degree of requirement satisfaction. Then the total number of requirements is 29, and the number of mapped requirements is 15. Therefore, the requirement satisfaction degree is 52% in the applied case. This result can show that only such percent reflects the Application Case Tool.

5. Conclusion

In order to develop a high-quality software, a systematic method is needed for requirement validation, and this paper is suggested a requirement tracking process for its verification. This process visualizes requirements associated with Design, that is, a class diagram. Also, it is possible to ensure how many requirements are achieved by extracting requirement traceability in the system development. The future study will be about a variety of quality measurement methods including coupling & cohesion.
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